
 

 

 

Congratulations on the purchase of your new RAVE Sports Wakeboard! To get on the water and enjoy 
your wakeboard as soon as possible, follow these tips for attaching the fins and bindings. 

HOW TO ATTACH FINS 

1. Locate the two fins, four stainless steel screws, and four washers enclosed in the RAVE Sports 
wakeboard package and the pre-drilled holes on the bottom of your wakeboard that match the 
width of pre-drilled holes in the fins. 

2. Position the fins on the bottom of the wakeboard with the wide end of the fin towards the edge 
of the wakeboard and the holes touching the bottom of the wakeboard, aligning them with the 
holes in the wakeboard. 

3. With a hand screwdriver, attach the screws and washers from the top of the wakeboard into the 
holes in the fins, tightening until hand tight and the fin is snug against the wakeboard. 

HOW TO ATTACH BINDINGS  

Note: Proper stance (determined by the width between each binding and the angle at which each 
binding is placed) is key to minimizing strain and impact on your knees, and changes with the skill level 
and personal preference of each wakeboarder. Your RAVE Sports Wakeboard includes pre-drilled top 
holes in groups of four to allow the bindings to be placed at an individualized width and angle.  

1. Locate the two boot bindings and four Easy-Grip locking screws included in your RAVE Sports 
wakeboard package and set them on the top of the wakeboard near the pre-drilled holes in the 
center of the wakeboard. Place the bindings at a width according to your size and skill level 
(beginner wakeboarders usually set the bindings at slightly wider than shoulder width). 

2. Your RAVE Sports wakeboard bindings are pre-attached to plates with many open grooves so 
that they can be attached to the wakeboard with the Easy-Grip locking screws at an angle suited 
to individual choice. Depending upon your skill level, set the bindings to angle out or with your 
back foot straight-on (see illustration below). Insert an Easy-Grip locking strew into a groove on 
each side of the two bindings and align with a pre-drilled hole on the top of the wakeboard 
according to the angle you desire. Twist down by hand until tight and the bindings are secure. 

 

Congratulations! Your RAVE Sports 
wakeboard is now ready to enjoy. 

For more information including links 
to our YouTube channel with how-to 

videos, visit www.ravesports.com 


